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Stephen walked into the office which Barnabas was using as his judge's chamber. While the

massive amount of data Bethany Anneâ€™s team was throwing at him was more than enough to

assuage his curiosity, he had never felt this way in the last one hundred and fifty-two years. He

wanted a vacation. He pulled the top manila-folder and took a look at the name, â€œClarissa

Bernier, CEO.â€• He opened the folder, and it was now in the agreed upon fashion. There was one

page with her typical information of name, age, location, and a two paragraph background and the

requested punishment. It was a type of joke now between Barnabas and Bethany Anne. No matter

the requested punishment, she would strike it out and write â€œDEATHâ€• and put a happy face on,

with fangs. It let him know that she was not letting up on her desire to make a lot of people pay for

Michaelâ€™s death. The team had already executed six individuals across the world in the last three

months. Sean Truitt was just the first one. Stephen interrupted him, â€œYou look tired,â€• he spoke

as he took a seat in one of the two blue chairs facing Barnabasâ€™s desk. Barnabas leaned back,

keeping the folder open, â€œIs she serious?â€• He pointed to the document, â€œEven ADAM, using

our agreed punishment matrix is calling for this lady to be punished financially.â€• He closed the

folder, â€œShe walks the line towards Michael all the time, brother...â€•To be continued ...**Please

note, as mentioned in a review, there is flagrantly foul language in these novels. The main character

does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.Series includes: Death Becomes Her

- The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian

Gambit 03 Bite This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04 Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05Under

My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07We Will Build - The

Kurtherian Gambit 08It's Hell To Choose - The Kurtherian Gambit 09Release The Dogs of War -

The Kurtherian Gambit 10Short Stories Tied in to the Main Series include:You Don't Mess with

John's Cousin - Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 01Bitch's Night Out - Frank Kurns

Stories of the UnknownWorld 02
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Ah! Book #10 - - it was really hard waiting for this installment. I admit to biting my nails and checking

on  multiple times until it was finally posted. I couldn't wait to get off work so I could rush home and

READ.The story was great and had new twists and new developments for the future! A good

installment in the story line.I recommend this series to everyone I know. Want great entertainment?

Start reading Book #1 and keep going..Now I just have to wait for the end of July

Oh, but it is so much fun! We get to run roughshod all over everyone and have our way, taking

anything we want without regard to consequences. Doesn't matter if we are people, corporations or

nation states. Might makes right. Right. RIGHT?WRONG.This book ROCKS. I wanted to see justice

served hot by the Queen's Own and it was. Not vengeance although many people got that too.My

ONLY complaint? Now I have to wait for book 11... *sob*(edit) Went back and added a star because

I read it too fast the first time while sleep deprived and couldn't follow a few plot points. Read it

again, made FAR more sense.

You got to love a book that goes from a simple down and dirty girls chat to holding a certain

something out of the water by the tail while others are eating popcorn and watching . Loved the intro

of another group of aliens and BA is still the best. Keep it going Michael.

OK, I just finished book 10 of the Kurtherian Gambit Series. I came late to the series so I was able

to read one after the other without waiting for the next book. Thank the gods because I would have



been going nuts waiting, they are that much fun. But no worries he writes them faster than I can pee

so the next one should be out in a couple of weeks. He adds characters constantly and each is a

quirky individual with an important job to keep the books rolling. This series has everything, aliens,

vampires, werewolves, space ships, heroes and heroines, really believable crooked corporate

CEO,s and politicians. Hot men, horny women, and a "Queen," can you imagine?I once had a

patient that I was prepping for a heart cath (I was shaving his groin), and he told me "you can take

the forest but leave the standing pine," well that is how this series progresses, Michael is weeding

the undergrowth to get us to the one important pine, freedom and safety for earth. But then again

who knows where it will go because that same patient had a tattoo of a man shoveling something

into his butt hole., so they could end up getting drunk and letting everyone fight for himself.I really

have enjoyed this series and Michael, I am about to wipe myself and flush the toilet so where is my

book.Sandy

This book in the series really starts moving things into Bethany Ann's main mission. She's working

with the U.S. President, the bad guy aliens have put in an appearance, and she is on the verge of

having a fully operational space battle ship. As if that isn't enough, the ladies are match making,

Barnabas and Tabitha step up into new kick ass roles, and even the Illuminati are in for some just

deserts.I don't think I'll ever cease to be amazed at the way Michael Anderle manages to take a

whole lot of little pieces and weave them throughout a story until everything comes together and

leaves you with a big picture that just makes sense. I was a little lost in the technical descriptions,

but then realized it's because they are realistically accurate, and just happen to be more than a bit

beyond what my head can easily wrap around. That's got to be pure joy for the science and tech

wonks. I like that he doesn't dumb things down in order to go easy on some of us.

Cold as in the Etheric. Golly, Bethany Anne is getting a handle on her temper somewhat.Especially

since everyone is salivating for the keys to space. One tangled weave has the unfortunate outcome

of separating BA from Michael in a nuclear roasting as theplane was headed to their CO base

crashed in a nearby canyon. His body never found.If he 'misted' his presence never presented

anywhere. Now you can see that Bethanyhas matured more & doesn't do wholesale bloodletting as

much to those guilty partiesinvolved . However that's what the Queens Own, the Rangers do. The

scales balanced.If not in the immediate timescale, perhaps in a future one the Michael we know has

a1,000 yrs of experience. The Alpha to the Queen. Does such power lie idle even toDeaths call? I

say his love to the QB requires him to fulfill his promise to her even acrossthe dimensions. What



Say You?

Bethany Anne adds a new group to her kickass followers. She already has the Queen's Own, the

Queen's Guardians, and the Queen's Elite, now she has a new force for justice. And wait until you

see who is in it!And what is going on with the women? What was said in the top-secret females-only

meeting?There is less bloody action than I expected from the build-up in the previous book, but the

point is made that this is due to BA coming into her own in her new role. Her followers deserve a

just leader, not the bloodthirsty avenger she longs to be. That doesn't mean that the ones

responsible for Michael's death get away with it.I greatly enjoy this book and series. The books are

a little short, but arrive quickly. Recommended.
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